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Comics are by their nature an isolating endeavour, but the

Cloudscape Comics

Society is helping to change that by bringing Vancouver’s indie,

manga, and webcomic creators together in one place. The collective

meets each week to share their artistic skills and discuss the comics

business. The Internet has done a lot to bring people together, but

meeting peers in person is an altogether different experience. By

actually sitting next to another person and drawing in a casual

environment, one is able to ask, “Hey, why do you draw your

speech bubbles that way?” or, “Can you help me figure out the

perspective in this panel?”

Angela Melick, a long-time member of Cloudscape and the creator

of the well-known webcomic Wasted Talent, says, “We build each

other up in Cloudscape, and we give each other the confidence to

take on new challenges. I doubt the process of releasing my first

book, We Are the Engineers, would have gone nearly as smoothly

without the expertise of the other members of the group, or the

experience of publishing our anthologies. In turn, I’m able to share

my experience of promoting comics on the web.”

Jeff Ellis, Cloudscape’s founder and the main force behind the

webcomic Teach English in Japan says, “I would definitely not be

making my webcomic if I hadn’t gained the discipline I did meeting

my deadlines for Cloudscape. I also met my co-writer Jonathon

Dalton through Cloudscape. It’s meant so much to me to see this

group grow to the level it is at now, and it’s given me the drive to

pursue my own artistic career.”

Jonathon Dalton, creator of Lords of Death and Life and A Mad

Tea-Party says, “Before I moved to Vancouver and joined

Cloudscape, the only other comickers I knew were on the internet.

Having this real life network of people has made such a difference

in my life. Last year I won a Xeric award to help print my book

Lords of Death and Life. I only applied for this grant because

another member, Wei Li, was doing the same. Now we have three
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Xeric winners in the group. For an award given to only a handful of

people in North America each year, there sure seem to be a lot of us

in Vancouver!”

Each year Cloudscape produces an anthology that showcases

stories created by British Columbian comickers. Cloudscape has

produced four anthologies to date with the fifth, 21 Journeys,

expected soon. 21 Journeys will be a full colour anthology, with

each story focusing on a unique journey, either around the world or

around the block. To help fund this book Cloudscape is raising

money at www.indiegogo.com/21-journeys.

Several of Cloudscape’s members, including both Angela and

Jonathon, depend on Opus to supply the Copic markers that they

use to colour their comics; markers that were difficult to find in

Vancouver only a few years ago. Opus also invited Angela to teach

a comics workshop in 2010 that was very well received by those

who attended. She says, “Opus serves artists of every field and I was

never made to feel like comics were any less of an art. No matter

how you look at it, it’s a good time to be a comicker in

Vancouver.”

Opus has always been a huge help to Cloudscape both directly and

indirectly. Opus has donated a set of 8" x 8" cradle boards for

Cloudscape members to put together an art show fundraiser for

their book printing projects. See the finished works at their etsy

shop, www.etsy.com/shop/cloudscapecomics.

Visit www.cloudscapecomics.com.

By Angela Melick, Jeff Ellis, and Jonathon Dalton.
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